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November 28, 2014 

 

Matthew Davison 

Senior Environmental Scientist 

Tighe & Bond 

213 Court Street, Suite 900 

Middletown, CT 06457 

 

RE: Preliminary Archeological Assessment of the Proposed Re-conductoring of 7.6 miles of Line 

1763 Between Manchester and South Windsor, Connecticut 

 

Mr. Davison: 

 

Heritage Consultants, LLC, is pleased to have this opportunity to provide Tighe & Bond in support of 

Northeast Utilities with the following preliminary archeological assessment of the proposed re-

conductoring of 7.6 miles of Line 1763 located between Manchester and South Windsor, Connecticut. 

This project includes those portions of Line 1763 extending from a substation in South Windsor to the 

north of a substation just south of I-384 in Manchester, Connecticut (Figure 1). The current review 

entailed completion of an existing conditions cultural resources summary based on the examination of 

GIS data obtained from the Connecticut State Historic Preservation Office, as well as historic maps, aerial 

photographs, and topographic quadrangles maintained by Heritage Consultants, LLC. This investigation 

did not consider the effects of the proposed construction upon built resources, and it is based upon project 

location information provided to Heritage Consultants, LLC by Tighe & Bond. The objectives of this 

study were: 1) to gather and present data regarding previously identified cultural resources situated within 

the vicinity of Line 1763; 2) to investigate the proposed project corridor in terms of its natural and 

historical characteristics; and 3) to evaluate the need for completing additional cultural resources 

investigations. At this time, no field investigation of the Line 1763 corridor has been conducted. 

 

A review of previously recorded cultural resources on file with the Connecticut State Historic 

Preservation Office was completed by Heritage Consultants, LLC (Figures 2; Sheets 1 through 5 and 

Figure 3; Sheets 1 through 5). Figure 2; Sheets 1 through 5 depicts the distribution of previously 

identified archaeological sites in the region containing Line 1763. As the five map sheets show, four 

historic sites (77-1, 132-63, 132-66, and 132-71), seven prehistoric sites (77-7, 77-8, 77-11, 77-14, 132-

30, 132-42, 132-56) and one multi-component site (77-1) have been documented in the project region. 

The presence of these sites indicates that both prehistoric and historic occupations exist in the project 

region containing Line 1763. These prehistoric occupations range from small Late Archaic period task-

specific occupation to Contact period villages associated with the Podunk Indians. The historic era sites 

consist of late eighteenth through early twentieth century domestic occupations. Based simply on the 

presence of previously identified sites, it can be expected that additional as-yet-unidentified prehistoric 

and historic period occupations are situated within the larger project region, as well as in the vicinity of 

Line 1763. 
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In order to further refine the archaeological context of the project regions and to evaluate the likelihood 

that additional archaeological sites may be encountered along Line 1763, Heritage Consultants, LLC 

reviewed aerial photographs, historic mapping, and soils distributions. Historic mapping and aerial 

images depicting the proposed project corridor indicate that these portions of South Windsor and 

Manchester have been actively settled since the eighteenth century, and farming was a large part of the 

economic base of this region until the mid-twentieth century. While the project region has changed in 

recent decades to include commercial areas and much more suburban development, the aerial images still 

show areas that have not been disturbed to a large degree. These are places where archaeological sites 

may still retain their depositional integrity, especially in in the northern and central portions of the 

proposed project corridor.  

 

In addition, environmental characteristics frequently are used to predict the location of archeological sites. 

Typically distance to water, slope, and soil types are included as part of these predictive models. 

Favorable conditions for archaeological site locations are characterized by gently sloping, well-drained 

soils in close proximity to fresh water. While sections of the extant corridor are comprised of these 

favorable conditions and have been characterized as retaining a moderate to high potential to produce 

intact cultural deposits, many areas also been impacted by modern development, contain steep slopes, a 

characterized by urban or Udorthent soils, and/or are located at significant distances from fresh water 

sources (Figure 4; Sheets 1 through 5 and Figure 5; Sheets 1 through 5). These latter areas were 

designated as having a low probability for containing archeological resources as they represent areas that 

have been disturbed, area steeply sloping and/or were not amenable to prehistoric or historic period 

occupations. In general, it appears that approximately half (50 percent) of Line 1763 retains a moderate to 

high potential to yield intact cultural deposits from either the prehistoric or historic periods. The 

remaining 50 percent of the line has been disturbed, contains mucky soils, and/or buried beneath paved 

surfaces; these areas retain little, if any, intact and/or dry soils that may contain archaeological deposits. 

 

Based on the distribution of previously identified archaeological sites, data collected from historic maps 

and aerials, and the environmental nature of the area, it is the professional opinion of Heritage 

Consultants, LLC that ground disturbance should be avoided in areas characterized as having a moderate 

to high archaeological sensitivity as depicted in Figure 5; Sheets 1 through 5. It is recommended that 

ground disturbance be avoided in these areas as part of the project either through matting or some other 

protective measures. If this is not feasible, then Phase I Reconnaissance Survey of the moderate to high 

sensitivity areas should be conducted prior to construction. No additional examination of the low 

sensitivity areas is recommended, as these areas no longer retain the potential to yield intact 

archaeological sites. 

 

If you have any questions regarding this Technical Memorandum, or if we may be of additional assistance 

with this or any other projects you may have, please do not hesitate to call us at 860-667-3001 or email 

me at dgeorge@heritage-consultants.com. We are at your service. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

David R. George, M.A., R.P.A. 

Heritage Consultants, LLC 



 

 

  

Figure 1, Sheet 1. Excerpt from a USGS 7.5’ series topographic quadrangle image showing the 

location of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



 

  

Figure 1, Sheet 2. Excerpt from a USGS 7.5’ series topographic quadrangle image showing the 

location of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



  Figure 1, Sheet 3. Excerpt from a USGS 7.5’ series topographic quadrangle image showing the 

location of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



 

  

Figure 1, Sheet 4. Excerpt from a USGS 7.5’ series topographic quadrangle image showing the 

location of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



 

 

  

Figure 1, Sheet 5. Excerpt from a USGS 7.5’ series topographic quadrangle image showing the 

location of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



 

  

Figure 2, Sheet 1. Digital map showing the location of previously identified archaeological sites in 

the vicinity of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



 

  

Figure 2, Sheet 2. Digital map showing the location of previously identified archaeological sites in 

the vicinity of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



 

  

Figure 2, Sheet 3. Digital map showing the location of previously identified archaeological sites in 

the vicinity of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



 

  

Figure 2, Sheet 4. Digital map showing the location of previously identified archaeological sites in 

the vicinity of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



 

  

Figure 2, Sheet 5. Digital map showing the location of previously identified archaeological sites in 

the vicinity of Structures along Line 1763 in in South Windsor and Manchester, 

Connecticut. 



 

 

  

Figure 3, Sheet 1. Digital map showing the location of previously National Register of Historic 

Places properties of Structures along Line 1763 in South Windsor and 

Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



 

  

Figure 3, Sheet 2. Digital map showing the location of previously National Register of Historic 

Places properties of Structures along Line 1763 in South Windsor and 

Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



 

  

Figure 3, Sheet 3. Digital map showing the location of previously National Register of Historic 

Places properties of Structures along Line 1763 in South Windsor and 

Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



 

 

  

Figure 3, Sheet 4. Digital map showing the location of previously National Register of Historic 

Places properties of Structures along Line 1763 in South Windsor and 

Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



  Figure 3, Sheet 5. Digital map showing the location of previously National Register of Historic 

Places properties of Structures along Line 1763 in South Windsor and 

Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



 

 

  

Figure 4, Sheet 1. Digital map showing the location of soil type along Line 1763 in South Windsor 

and Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



 

  

Figure 4, Sheet 2. Digital map showing the location of soil type along Line 1763 in South Windsor 

and Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



 

 

  

Figure 4, Sheet 3. Digital map showing the location of soil type along Line 1763 in South Windsor 

and Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4, Sheet 4. Digital map showing the location of soil type along Line 1763 in South Windsor 

and Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



 

  

Figure 4, Sheet 5. Digital map showing the location of soil type along Line 1763 in South Windsor 

and Manchester, Connecticut. 

 



 

 

  

Figure 5, Sheet 1. Excerpt from a 2014 aerial image showing the location of Line 1763 in South 

Windsor and Manchester, Connecticut (Areas of no/low archaeological sensitivity 

are depicted in yellow, while moderate to high areas are in red). 

 



 

 

  

Figure 5, Sheet 2. Excerpt from a 2014 aerial image showing the location of Line 1763 in South 

Windsor and Manchester, Connecticut (Areas of no/low archaeological sensitivity 

are depicted in yellow, while moderate to high areas are in red). 

 

 



 

 

  

Figure 5, Sheet 3. Excerpt from a 2014 aerial image showing the location of Line 1763 in South 

Windsor and Manchester, Connecticut (Areas of no/low archaeological sensitivity 

are depicted in yellow, while moderate to high areas are in red). 
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Figure 5, Sheet 4. Excerpt from a 2014 aerial image showing the location of Line 1763 in South 

Windsor and Manchester, Connecticut (Areas of no/low archaeological sensitivity 

are depicted in yellow, while moderate to high areas are in red). 
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Figure 5, Sheet 5. Excerpt from a 2014 aerial image showing the location of Line 1763 in South 

Windsor and Manchester, Connecticut (Areas of no/low archaeological sensitivity 

are depicted in yellow, while moderate to high areas are in red). 
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ATTACHMENT F 





	
P.O. Box 270 
Hartford, CT 06141-0270 

 
 
February 25, 2017 
 
 
Dear Neighbor, 
 
As part of its everyday effort to deliver reliable energy and superior customer service, Eversource is submitting a 
petition to the Connecticut Siting Council (CSC) for the Manchester-Barbour Hill Project (“Project”) to be conducted 
in your area.   
 
The Project scope includes upgrading the existing 1763 115-kV transmission line between Barbour Hill Substation in 
South Windsor and Manchester Substation in Manchester. The line upgrade would consist of replacing the existing 
wire and reconductoring (re-wiring) with a higher capacity wire of the same voltage. Upgrades are also proposed for 
each of the substations including the addition of new equipment in both locations. There would be no expansion of the 
existing fence lines at the substations.  
 
If the work is approved by the CSC, the first phase of work is expected to begin at the substations in summer 2015.  
The right-of-way work, reconductoring of the 1763 Line is expected to begin in early 2016.  Completion of the 
Project and restoration is anticipated by end of 2016.   
 
If you would like to send comments or concerns regarding Eversource’s petition to the CSC, please send them via e-
mail to siting.council@ct.gov or a letter to the following address:  
 

Melanie Bachman, Acting Executive Director 
Connecticut Siting Council 

Ten Franklin Square 
New Britain, CT  06051 

 
For more information about this upgrade work, please call the Eversource Transmission Information Line at 1-800-
793-2202, or send an email to TransmissionInfo@eversource.com.   
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

Anuj Mathur 
 
Anuj Mathur 
Eversource Project Manager 
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